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could be found for slowing down production and enhancing
the circulation of money?
But in the sort of Capitol-dome formed by the society of
this genial city, disapproval of these gentlemen—who are
called Nobles—seems to be pretty general. The disapproval
expresses itself mostly in wondering what the lonely occupant
of the White House can be thinking about it. Taking them
in their order of precedence the remarks run like this:
"C*est ires bien" say the foreign diplomats who, like myself,
are precluded from criticizing the internal politics of this
city and country. "But one permits oneself to wonder if such
a . . * brilliant assemblage right upon his doorstep must
not discompose M. le President.3*
"Atrocious I" thunder all the bishops, cardinals,
moderators, monsignori, ministers, and minor clergy.
"What sort of view of the Country's morality will these
unchecked, licentious saturnalia give to the President?"
"How," the Senators ask, "will the President take this
farcical caricature of his inauguration?"
"Hum," say the members of the House of Representatives.
"We wonder what the President . . ." and fall silent at
that. . . . For after all, the quarter million fezzes cover the
skulls of two hundred and fifty thousand voters.
And the Military Circle wonder that the President does
not call them out to drive those pedestrians—only that is
not the word—out of the District, And the Permanent
Officials wonder that the President can wink at the extra
expenditure of public money on sweeping up the papers
left like snow on all the public places by those barbarians.
And the Intelligentsia groan at the idea that the President
should have allowed all the public lamp-posts to be swathed
in paper palm-leaves and every "vista" of the city to be
obscured by streamers bearing the words: welcome nobles.
And Trade feels certain that the President would approve
of their telling their assistants to write out special price labels
with double prices for all articles they offer for sale to the
Nobles—for doesn't Noblesse Oblige? And how better can
Trade (which is the Nation) be revived?
And last of all the Old Standers of Washington, shivering

